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Abstract
Even in absence of external reward, babies and scientists and
others explore their world. Using some sort of adaptive predictive world model, they improve their ability to answer
questions such as: what happens if I do this or that? They
lose interest in both the predictable things and those predicted
to remain unpredictable despite some effort. We can design
curious, self-motivated robots that do the same. The author’s
old basic principles for doing so: a reinforcement learning
(RL) controller is rewarded whenever its action sequences result in predictor errors (1990), or, more generally, predictor
improvements (1991). We briefly review the history of these
ideas.

Introduction
Consider a learning robotic agent with a single life which
consists of discrete cycles or time steps t = 1, 2, . . . , T .
Its total lifetime T may or may not be known in advance.
In what follows,the value of any time-varying variable Q at
time t (1 ≤ t ≤ T ) will be denoted by Q(t), the ordered
sequence of values Q(1), . . . , Q(t) by Q(≤ t), and the (possibly empty) sequence Q(1), . . . , Q(t − 1) by Q(< t).
At any given t the robot receives a real-valued input vector
x(t) from the environment and executes a real-valued action
y(t) which may affect future inputs; at times t < T its goal
is to maximize future success or utility


Eµ (T |h(≤t))
X
r(τ ) h(≤ t) ,
u(t) = Eµ 
(1)
τ =t+1

where r(t) is an additional real-valued reward input at time
t, h(t) the ordered triple [x(t), y(t), r(t)] (hence h(≤ t) is
the known history up to t), and Eµ (· | ·) denotes the conditional expectation operator with respect to some possibly
unknown distribution µ from a set M of possible distributions. Here M reflects whatever is known about the possibly
probabilistic reactions of the environment. For example, M
may contain all computable distributions (Solomonoff 1964;
1978; Li & Vitányi 1997; Hutter 2004). Note that unlike
in most previous work by others (Kaelbling, Littman, &
Moore 1996; Sutton & Barto 1998), but like in much of
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the author’s own previous work (Schmidhuber, Zhao, &
Schraudolph 1997; Schmidhuber 2003), there is just one
life, no need for predefined repeatable trials, no restriction
to Markovian interfaces between sensors and environment
(Schmidhuber 1991d), and the expected remaining lifespan
Eµ (T | h(≤ t)) appears in the utility function, that is, we
take into account the possibility of extending it through appropriate actions (Schmidhuber 2003).
Intuitively, to achieve its goal the robot may profit from
spending some time on building a predictive world model,
by exploring its environment and learning about the consequences of its actions in particular contexts. Such activity
is commonly referred to as curiosity. The obtained world
model may later speed up or otherwise facilitate the computation of action sequences provoking external rewards.
Recent work has led to the first learning machines that are
universal and optimal in various very general senses (Hutter
2004; Schmidhuber 2003). Such machines can in principle
find out by themselves whether curiosity and world model
construction are useful or useless in a given environment,
and learn to behave accordingly.
The present paper, however, will assume a priori that
world model building is good and should be done; here we
shall not worry about the possibility that “curiosity may kill
the cat.” Towards this end, in the spirit of our previous work
(Schmidhuber 1990; 1991c; 1991b; 1991a; Storck, Hochreiter, & Schmidhuber 1995; Schmidhuber 1997; 2002; 2002;
2004a), we split the reward signal r(t) into two scalar realvalued components: r(t) = g(rext (t), rint (t)), where g
maps pairs of real values to real values, e.g., g(a, b) = a + b.
Here rext (t) denotes traditional external reward provided by
the environment, such as pain (negative reward) in response
to bumping against a wall, or pleasure (positive reward) in
response to reaching some teacher-given goal state. In the
context of the present paper, however, we are especially interested in rint (t), the internal reward, or intrinsic reward,
or curiosity reward, which is provided whenever an internal
predictive world model of the robot improves in some sense.
In fact, we will often focus on the purely self-motivated case
rext (t) = 0 for all valid t.
Our first publications on artificial curiosity (Schmidhuber
1990; 1991c) described a predictor based on a recurrent neural network (Werbos 1988; Williams & Zipser 1994; Robinson & Fallside 1987; Schmidhuber 1992; Pearlmutter 1995;

Schmidhuber 2004b) (in principle a rather powerful computational device, even by today’s machine learning standards),
predicting inputs x(t) and r(t) from the entire history of previous inputs and actions. The curiosity rewards were proportional to the predictor errors, following
Curiosity Principle 1 (1990) Generate curiosity rewards
for the reinforcement learning action selector (or controller)
in response to prediction errors.
That is, it was implicitly and optimistically assumed that the
predictor will indeed improve whenever its error is high.
Follow-up work (Schmidhuber 1991a; 1991b) pointed out
that this approach sometimes may be inappropriate, especially in probabilistic environments: We should not not focus on the errors of the predictor, but on its improvements.
Otherwise the system will concentrate its search on those
parts of the environment where it can always get high prediction errors due to noise or randomness, or due to computational limitations of the predictor (Schmidhuber 1991a;
1991b; Storck, Hochreiter, & Schmidhuber 1995; Schmidhuber 1997; 2002; 2004a):
Curiosity Principle 2 (1991) Generate curiosity rewards
for the RL controller in response to predictor improvements.
Our principles conceptually separate the goal (understanding the world) from the means of achieving the goal. Once
the goal is formally specified in terms of an algorithm for
computing curiosity rewards, based on a particular adaptive
predictor, let the controller’s RL mechanism figure out how
to translate such rewards into world model-improving action
sequences.
While the neural predictor of the first implementation of
Principle 2, described in the follow-up work (Schmidhuber 1991a; 1991b), was indeed computationally less powerful than the previous one (Schmidhuber 1991c), there was
a novelty, namely, an explicit (neural) adaptive model of
the predictor’s improvements. This meta-predictor essentially learned to predict the predictor’s changes. For example, although noise details were unpredictable and led to
wildly varying target signals for the predictor, in the long
run these signals did not change the adaptive predictor parameters much, and the predictor of predictor changes was
able to learn this. A standard RL algorithm (Watkins 1989;
Kaelbling, Littman, & Moore 1996; Sutton & Barto 1998)
was fed with curiosity reward signals proportional to the
expected long-term predictor changes, and thus tried to
maximize information gain (Fedorov 1972; Hwang et al.
1991; MacKay 1992; Plutowski, Cottrell, & White 1994;
Cohn 1994) within the given limitations. Additional followup work (1995) also focused on non-deterministic worlds
(Storck, Hochreiter, & Schmidhuber 1995).
More recent work (Schmidhuber 1997; 2002) addressed
the problem of automatically creating predictable internal
abstractions of complex spatio-temporal events, by greatly
increasing the computational power of controller and predictor, implementing both as symmetric, opposing modules consisting of self-modifying probabilistic programs
(Schmidhuber, Zhao, & Schraudolph 1997; Schmidhuber,
Zhao, & Wiering 1997) written in a universal programming
language (Gödel 1931; Turing 1936). The internal storage

for temporary computational results of the programs was
viewed as part of the changing environment. Each module could suggest experiments in the form of probabilistic
algorithms to be executed, and make confident predictions
about their effects, by betting on their outcomes, where the
“betting money” essentially played the role of the intrinsic
reward. The opposing module could reject or accept the bet
in a zero-sum game, by making a contrary prediction. In
case of acceptance the winner was determined by executing
the algorithmic experiment and checking its outcome; the
money was eventually transferred from the surprised loser to
the confirmed winner. Both modules tried to maximize their
money using a rather general RL algorithm designed for
complex stochastic policies (Schmidhuber, Zhao, & Schraudolph 1997; Schmidhuber, Zhao, & Wiering 1997).
Some experiments in the references above focused on the
pure developmental approach, where rext (t) = 0 for all t,
and showed that the predictive world model of a curious system can improve much faster than the one of a system based
on naive (i. e., random) exploration.
Other experiments, however, also verified that the presence of curiosity reward rint (t) can speed up the collection
of external reward.
Recently several researchers also implemented variants
or approximations of the principles above. For example,
Singh and Barto focused on an implementation within the
option framework of RL (Barto, Singh, & Chentanez 2004;
Singh, Barto, & Chentanez 2005), directly using prediction errors as curiosity rewards (Principle 1). Kaplan and
Oudeyer also used prediction errors in conjunction with a
simpler RL algorithm (Kaplan & Oudeyer 2004), and more
recently have switched to Principle 2.
Machine learning techniques for both prediction and RL
have substantially improved since the introduction of our curiosity principles for self-motivated development. This represents a promising opportunity for new implementations.
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